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Snakes and Ladders

ELSA Level:     Levels 2/3   
Activity:          Snakes and Ladders (review game)
Time:               30 minutes
Materials:        Downloadable Board Game  (page 26) and Question Cards

(pages 27-29) 

Learning Outcomes:   
Learners will be able to:

Consolidate knowledge of physical activities and their effects.

Suggested Approach:
Instructor downloads the board game and enlarges it to 11”x17”
and makes a copy for each group.

Learners use dice and markers to move around the board and
respond to the actions or questions the board requires:  either
answer the question correctly, or move up or down accordingly - if
they land on a ladder they move up; if they land on the head of a
snake they slide down to the tail end.
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Finish Pick a card...

Pick a card...

Pick a card...

Pick a card... Pick a card...

Pick a card...

Pick a card... Pick a card...

Pick a card...

You spent all 
weekend inside
watching TV.
Move back.

    Go again!

    Go again!

    Go again!

Eat some junk
       food.

You take a 
walk after 
dinner with
your family.
Move ahead!

You never
exercise. 
Move back!

You walk to 
work everyday.
Move ahead!

You gained 10
     pounds.

You went 
hiking with 
your family
last weekend.
Move ahead!

You take the
elevator
everyday. 
Move back.

Pick a card...

Sit on the sofa
and watch TV.
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How many people are 
on a soccer team?

How many people are
on a hockey team?

How many people are 
on a basketball team?

What are five things you need
to bring if you are going 
downhill skiing?

I’m wearing goggles.  What kind
of sport am I going to play?

What are three different winter
sports?

What are three activities you 
  can do for free?

What is your favourite sport
to watch on TV?

What are 3 activities you can
do at a community centre?

What are 3 sports where you
need to wear a helmut?

Healthy Communities:  Snakes and Ladders Cards
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What are 3 activities you can
do in the water?

What are two activities you can
do everyday that are FREE?

What is your favourite sport?
Why do you like it?

Where can you go for a long
walk in this city?

What are two  sports you can
play indoors AND outdoors?

Name 3 winter sports.

Name a recreation centre
near your home…

Name 3 outdoor activities…

Name 3 sports that need
special equipment…

What is an activity that
you can do easily every day?

Healthy Communities:  Snakes and Ladders Cards
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Why is exercise good for you?
(give three reasons)

What is the most popular
sport in your country?

Healthy Communities:  Snakes and Ladders Cards
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